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Up we go
The Fed hiked rates on Wednesday, and we think that one
more rise is likely this year, followed by three further ones in
calendar year 2019. Will such rapid hiking cause problems
elsewhere in the world and is this the only story in town?

1
U.S. Fed rate hike was
widely expected, and
we think the upwards
trajectory will continue,
despite concerns.

Christian Nolting
Global CIO

2
The global reaction to
the rate rise (and the
associated forecasts)
was reassuringly
limited.

3
Europe remains
focused instead on
the twin problems of
the Italian budget and
Brexit.

1 The 0.25% Fed rate rise was wholly expected by the Fed Funds
futures market, but we think that actual rate hikes in the remainder of
2018-2019 may be more than current expectations (page 2). However,
future rate hikes may be questioned, both inside and outside the Fed. The
Fed Funds rate is likely to go above the neutral rate in 2019, creating
economic and asset class headwinds, and there are also concerns that the
current tightening trajectory could invert the yield curve – a possibility
already referred to be several Fed members. But our base case remains
that rate rises go ahead and that the U.S. economy continues to prosper –
we forecast U.S. GDP growth of 2.9% in 2018 and 2.4% in 2019. The
second reading of U.S. Q2 GDP released on Thursday morning after the
Fed announcement revealed an annualized growth rate of 4.2% - the
fastest since Q3 2014.
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2 The global market reaction to the Fed rate rise was limited. U.S.
stocks fell in late afternoon Wednesday following the announcement, and
Asian stocks opened slightly lower the morning after the announcement,
but equity markets remained steady on Thursday. 10-year U.S. Treasury
yields initially fell back, but remain well clear of 3%. USD strengthened
slightly against the EUR. Perhaps the most dramatic moves were in Asia,
where the Indonesian and Philippines central banks raised rates in
response (page 5) – the former, in particular, is keen to pre-empt any
currency fall-out. But, in general, emerging markets have taken the rate
rise – and all the associated commentary and forecasts of future policy –
in their stride, which should bode well for the future.
3 Europe, meanwhile, remains focused on its own problems. European
economic data suggests that a modest upswing is continuing, but Brexit
and Italy continue to cast a long shadow. The ruling UK Conservative
party starts its annual conference this Sunday and this should indicate
whether Prime Minister May’s Chequers proposals are now dead and
buried: it may not, however, show us the most likely path to Brexit from
here. Italian budget targets published on Thursday night revealed a
target deficit/GDP ratio of 2.4% for 2019, greater than expected. Markets
have reacted negatively but not dramatically to the news: this situation
could however get worse before it gets better (page 3).
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“Powell”ing Ahead
U.S.
Larry V Adam
CIO and Chief Investment Strategist – WM Americas
As was widely expected (~100% probability embedded in the Fed Funds
futures market), the FOMC elected to raise the benchmark rate 25 bps
(from a 1.75-2.00% range to 2.00-2.25%) at Wednesday’s FOMC meeting.
This is the third interest rate hike this year and takes the Fed funds rate to
the highest level since April 2008. This marked the eighth interest rate hike
of this current tightening cycle which began in December 2015.
Going forward, we expect one additional rate hike in December and three
more in 2019, consistent with the Fed “dots.” This is a more aggressive
path than current market expectations, as the market has priced in only two
additional rate hikes over that time period. However, the pace of future Fed
tightening needs monitoring as the Fed Funds rate is likely to rise above the
neutral rate in 2019. A more restrictive policy stance could begin to slow
the pace of economic growth and pose a headwind for risk assets. In
addition, a number of Fed members (Bostic, Bullard) have cautioned
against the possibility of the Fed’s current trajectory of monetary policy
leading to an inversion in the yield curve. If the Treasury curve moves closer
to inversion, certain Fed members may seek to slow the pace of tightening.
The projected trajectory of monetary policy tightening has a significant
impact on our outlook for asset classes over the next 12 months. Our
recommendations for respective asset classes are:
• Equities – The economic and monetary policy backdrop should remain
favorable for equities over the next 12 months. As a result, we expect the
S&P 500 to continue to grind higher to 3,000 over the next 12 months as
strong fundamentals support robust earnings growth. Given our
expectation of continued healthy economic growth and a modest rise in
interest rates, we continue to favor cyclical over defensive sectors, with
info tech and financials being two of our favorite sectors. However, if 10year Treasury yields were to move swiftly above 3.50%, we would begin
to become more cautious on equities.
• Fixed Income – Strong economic growth and the continued tightening
by the Fed should push global sovereign rates higher over the next 12
months (10 Year Treasury Target: 3.25%). As a result, we remain
cautious on global sovereign fixed income assets and continue to favor
shorter duration bonds within fixed income portfolios.
• Currencies - Stronger U.S. economic growth, a more aggressive Fed and
widening interest rate differentials to multi-decade highs should support
a modest adjustment higher in the USD. As a result, we expect the USD
to appreciate to 1.15 against the EUR and 111 against the JPY.
Week Ahead—Economic Data in Focus
In addition to raising interest rates, the Fed painted a positive view on the
economy by highlighting that economic activity has been “rising at a
strong rate” over recent months, driven by household spending and
business investment. To reflect this, the Fed upgraded its 2018 GDP
forecast to 3.1% from 2.7% (the fourth consecutive upgrade of this
forecast). Next week, we will receive a number of economic data points
which should reinforce the Fed’s optimistic view. First, ISM Manufacturing
will be released Monday and is expected to remain near the highest level
(60.7) since 2004. Second, motor vehicle sales are expected to rise for the
first time in three months to a healthy annualized pace of 16.9 million
vehicles. Lastly, the September employment report will be released Friday
and is expected to show the U.S. economy added 180k jobs in September
and wages continued to rise at the fastest pace (2.9% YoY) since 2009.
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Italian budget deficit worries
EMEA
Stéphane Junod
CIO EMEA and Head of WD EMEA
Target deficit of 2.4% for 2019
The Italian government announced its three year budget targets
yesterday, with the target deficit of -2.4% of GDP for 2019 much wider
than market expectations. This could cause problems at four levels:
Italy’s relationship with the EU, its credit rating outlook, the stability of its
government (as the plans need to be approved by the parliament, and
finance minister Tria could resign) and Italy’s debt sustainability.
Markets have reacted negatively to the news, but not dramatically so:
spreads of 10 year Italian government bonds over German government
bonds opened 22bps wider on Friday morning, but remained, at around
257bps. below recent highs of 290 bps. The EUR/USD is trading 0.8%
lower than on Wednesday evening, though only around 0.1ppt of that
came after the Italian news and the currency was broadly flat overnight.
The Italian equity benchmark index FTSE MIB fell by 2% after the opening
and the Stoxx 50 lost 0.6%.
The hard numbers here are possibly of less important than the message
sent. The difference between a more acceptable budget deficit of 2% and
the proposed 2.4% is around EUR 6bn, which is equivalent to 0.3% of
Italy’s 2.3tn debt burden. A deficit of 2.4% would imply a loosening of the
fiscal stance of around 0.6-0.7% of GDP, which could translate into a GDP
boost of around 0.5ppt using standard fiscal multipliers. However, the
positive growth impact could be crowded out by higher rates and the
uncertainty.
The Italian government has however missed an opportunity to show that
debt reduction is a priority and that they are committed to EU fiscal rules.
The draft budgetary plan must be submitted to the EU by October 15 and
Brussels will inform Rome within a week if there is serious noncompliance with the rules. If Italy won’t revise the budget targets, the EC
could open an excessive deficit procedure (EDP) ex-ante (i.e. before the
deficit happens). An escalating confrontation between Brussels and Rome
would add further to the global political uncertainty, and Italian political
instability could be uncomfortable for Europe, in a situation where
German and British governments are struggling. The good news
compared to the Euro crisis is that debt sustainability is not an issue yet.
Defaults on Italian government bonds over the next few years remain
highly unlikely, although potential rating downgrades will not help them.
But believe that the market pressure will have to increase even more
before the Italian government will change its expansionary course – so the
situation could get worse before it gets better.
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Blowing in all directions
GERMANY
Gerit Heinz
Chief Strategist, Germany
Business and consumer confidence tailwinds
The Ifo-Index in September at 103.7 came in above expectations, although
it was slightly lower than in the previous month. Overall, the index suggests
that the German economy remains robust, as the leading indicator
confirmed (more or less) that the previous month’s uptick had been
sustained, after a series of declines in previous months. The index remains
in solid territory and even export expectations rose in September, which
can be seen as an encouraging sign given the ongoing trade conflicts.
Nonetheless, net exports are still likely to prove a negative contributor to
growth, as imports are expected to rise strongly due to solid domestic
consumption. GfK consumer confidence in September rose for the second
time in a row and consumers continue to have decent expectations for
economic and income development. We forecast German GDP growth of
1.9% this year and 1.8% in 2019.
Capital market sidewinds
The DAX has barely moved this month, but it is remarkable that financials
have been among the top gainers. This can be seen against the backdrop of
a 10-year Bund yield which rose by around 20bp in September and is
currently hovering around or just over the level of 0.5%. We expect it to rise
to 0.8% within 12 months (see page 7).
Political headwinds in Berlin
It has been an unwritten law for decades in Chancellor Merkel’s and Interior
Minister Seehofer’s CDU/CSU parliamentary group that, with only one
candidate supported by the party leaders, elections for the chairman were
in most cases a mere formality. Volker Kauder was not only Merkel’s
successor in the role of the chairman of the parliamentary group, and in
office since Merkel became chancellor in 2005, he had also ensured the
support of the CDU/CSU parliamentary group for her political proposals,
even in times of discontent among members of parliament – e.g.
concerning Eurozone rescue packages or around the handling of refugees.
However, this week there were not only two candidates for the position –
and, what is more, challenger Brinkhaus won the election. While this was
certainly not a sign of support either for Merkel or Seehofer, it does not on
its own put the incumbent government into question. Nevertheless
tensions may ramp up after the state elections in October in Bavaria (where
Seehofer’s CSU has been the governing party for decades) and in Hesse
(ruled by Merkel’s CDU in recent years). In both states the CSU and the
CDU, respectively, as well as their coalition partner at the federal level, the
SPD, are likely to lose votes compared to the last election according to the
opinion polls.
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Some Asian banks follow the Fed
ASIA
Tuan Huynh
CIO APAC and Head of WD APAC
Indonesia and the Philippines follow the Fed
Following the Fed’s rate hike of 25 bps on Sep 26th, two Asian central
banks immediately raised rates. Indonesia’s central bank, the Bank
Indonesia (BI), announced that it would raise its policy rate by 25 bps to
5.75% on September 27. This was the fifth rate hike from the BI this year.
In total, the BI has raised rates by 150 bps in the past four months, making
it one of the most hawkish central banks in Asia. In addition, the
Philippines central bank, the BSP, announced that it would raise interest
rates by 50 bps on Sep 27 to 4.5%, their fourth rate hike this year.
The Indonesia rupiah (IDR) and Philippines Peso (PHP) have been among
the weakest currencies in Asia year to date, down 10% and 8.3%
respectively against the USD. Indonesia and Philippines have been raising
interest rates on the back of their currencies’ marked depreciation and
their economies’ relatively weak economic fundamentals compared to
other Asian central banks. Firstly, both countries have high current
account deficits (Indonesia:-2% of GDP; the Philippines: -0.8% of GDP),
compared to current account surpluses in Malaysia, Singapore and
Thailand. Secondly, both countries are vulnerable to a stronger USD given
their relatively high levels of external debt. Thirdly, both countries have
higher inflation levels compared to the rest of the region.
Pressure on Asian currencies could ease
Looking ahead, we think the rate path of Asian central banks will largely
depend on 1) the pace of USD strengthening, amidst the Fed’s continual
rate hikes; 2) whether oil prices stay at an elevated level, which would
affect Asia’s net oil importers (such as Indonesia and India), and 3) the
future trajectory of the US-China trade dispute.
In our base case forecast, we think the pressures on EM Asia currencies
could be smaller in Q4 compared the first three quarters this year, given
that we expect only mild USD strengthening and think that U.S.-China
trade tensions could ease after the U.S. mid-term elections in November.
Besides, we think the likely stabilization of Chinese economy (and the
CNY) in Q4 could improve market sentiment towards EM Asia currencies.
As regards the Chinese economy, we think that fiscal and monetary
easing measures from the Chinese government will help it achieve a soft
landing. We are likely to see signs of improvement in China’s macro data,
particularly concerning infrastructure investment growth, as early as Q4
this year.
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European cyclical sectors well supported
Global Equities
• Recent macro-economic data (such as the the PMI or other business
climate indices) suggest that the weak spots earlier in the year have
been overcome and the economic upswing, albeit slow, is on a
sustainable footing.
• Moreover, still-low inflation rates are moving upwards, bond yields are
rising slowly, oil prices have increased and the USD has weakened.
The main economic variables relevant for sector positioning are thus
pointing to a more cyclical focus in European equity portfolios.
• The chart compares the performance of the sectors in the Stoxx 600
index since the start of the year and over three months, sorted
according to their three month performances.
• In line with the economic environment, investors seem to be shifting
funds into cyclical areas of the European equity market. Companies in
the oil and gas sector are supported by higher oil prices and the
financial sector seems to be getting some lift from slightly higher
bond yields and a steeper yield curve. Chemicals and industrial goods
are getting some tailwind from the robustness of economic growth
indicators. On the weaker end of the sector spectrum are typically
defensive sectors like telecom, utilities and real estate.
• Going into the fourth quarter, European equities could be given a
positive impetus by the robust economic outlook, a brightening of
sentiment in the case of a budget agreement in Italy and the fact that
cyclical sectors have a relatively high weight in major European equity
indices.
• These factors could help reduce European equities’ relative
underperformance compared to other equity markets. During recent
market weakness, and valuations have come down to more moderate
levels and European equities are underweight in global equity
portfolios and investors still seem predominantly to take a defensive
stance: not a bad backdrop for European equities to prosper.

Equity

Investors seem to be
shifting funds into
cyclical areas of the
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market: valuations
have also come down
to more moderate
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Source: Bloomberg Finance LP, Deutsche Bank A G. Data as of
September 26, 2018.
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Bund yield rise helped by Draghi comments
Fixed income
• After an extended sideways movement of German government bond
yields, with 10 year yields meandering between 0.29% and 0.49%, the
market is now getting more dynamic. 10-year Bund yields have gone
just above 0.5% and seem to be seeking a new trading band at these
higher levels.
• The rise in yields was supported by comments of ECB President
Draghi to the European parliament in Brussels last Monday. Looking
at the ECB’s forecasts for headline inflation, which is expected to
average just 1.7% to 2020, so below the ECB’s inflation goal of just
under 2%, Draghi indicated that the forecasts did not reflect the
underlying strength of fundamental price pressures. He even spoke
about a “relatively vigorous” pickup in underlying inflation, a
comment which caught the attention of some market participants.
• ECB chief economist Peter Praet later clarified that Draghi’s
statements did not indicate a change in the monetary policy course
and market speculation about a quicker monetary normalization was
not warranted. Obviously the ECB wants to stay on a slow but
sustainable normalization path and avoid market uncertainty as much
as possible. This strategy seems to be successful as the current rise
in Eurozone core yields is in line with global bond yield developments
and so far we have avoided a sell-off or a pronounced increase of
bond market volatility like at the start of the year or in May.
• We stick to our 12-month forecast of 0.8% for 10 year German
government bond yields. Recent news suggests progress on budget
negotiations in Italy indicate progress but surprises from this angle,
however, cannot be excluded and together with recent setbacks in
Brexit negotiations could trigger so-called “safe-haven flows”,
pushing bond yields in the core Eurozone countries back down.

Germany 10-year Bund yields in 2018
Fixed Income
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Source: Bloomberg Finance L P, Deutsche Bank A G. Data as of September 26,
2018.
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Oil price rise continues
Commodities
• Oil prices have continued to rise, as markets get ready for the
imposition of U.S. sanctions on Iran on November 4. In early trading
on September 27, the price of Brent crude rose to USD81.9/b, its
highest level since 2014, with the price of WTI crude hitting
USD72.5/b.
• Markets remain concerned that they could be underestimating the
impact of Iranian sanctions. In this context, a major number of
uncertainties remain, notably around the extent to which Iranian oil
exports will fall (linked to the desire of other oil imports to support
U.S. sanctions), and the ability of other OPEC members to increase
output in response.
• So-called OPEC+ members (i.e. also including Russia) met over last
weekend but did release plans to increase output. This follows the
usual historical pattern of OPEC responding to output falls, rather
than anticipating them, but added to upward pressure on prices.
• The upward trend in prices was not braked by news that U.S. oil
stockpiles unexpectedly increased last week, to around 396m barrels
and U.S. oil output went over the previous 11m b/d record. The effect
of this news was overshadowed by the U.S. has ruling out any release
from the country’s strategic reserves to stop any surge in prices when
sanctions are imposed.
• Meanwhile, the war of words is certain to continues. Speaking on
September 26, for example, Iran’s oil minister, Bijan Zanganeh, said
that if President Trump wanted oil prices to stop rising, then he should
stop “disruptive” U.S. interference in the Middle East. Such
exchanges are likely to result in further price spikes in coming weeks.
• But once sanctions are in place, we expect producers to respond with
increased output. Our 12-month forecast is USD65/b (WTI).

WTI oil prices over the last five years
Commodities
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Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration, Deutsche Bank A G. Data
as of September 26, 2018..
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EUR vs. USD: drivers in balance
Currencies
• Our 12-month EUR/USD strategic target remains at 1.15, so we see
little further USD appreciation from here (current rate 1.17).
• Reasons for a stronger/weaker EUR seem relatively balanced at the
moment, in the absence of a catalyst to drive the currency in a
particular direction.
• The following factors would seem to support the EUR:
• President Trump has more or less revealed what he is aiming
for in trade negotiations, perhaps limiting further EUR
weakness.
• Uncertainty around U.S. domestic politics (e.g. mid-term
elections), with the Fed not seeing a possible Trump early
removal as a positive.
• Trump’s criticism of the Fed and interest rate rises
• In the long term, diversification away from the USD to avoid
sanctions could help the EUR, as could higher U.S. fiscal
spending and debt.
• The following factors could weaken the EUR
• Negative news on Europe – most obviously around Italy and
Brexit. Renewed momentum behind populist politics (e.g. in
Sweden or Germany) would not help either.
• Renewed emerging markets turmoil might also see “safe
haven” flows into the USD, thereby weakening the EUR.
Possible areas of concern here would include Turkey, Russia
(if the sanctions risk becomes live again after the end of the
U.S. Congress summer recess), and South Africa’s credit
rating. China also needs to demonstrated that it can manage
the economic slowdown and the effects of the trade dispute.

EUR/USD and real yield spreads
FX

Only limited further
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expected on a 12month horizon
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Deutsche Bank Wealth Management forecasts
End-September 2019
Equity indices
USA (S&P 500)

3,000

Eurozone (Euro STOXX 50)

3,410

Germany (DAX)

12,800

UK (FTSE 100)

7,400

Japan (MSCI Japan)

1,090

Asia ex Japan (MSCI in USD)

680

Latin America (MSCI in USD)

2,500

Key sovereign bond yields (10-year, %)
USA

3.25

Germany

0.80

UK

1.75

Japan

0.20

Commodities
Oil (WTI)

65

Gold in USD

1,275

Currencies

3 months

End-September
2019

3 months

End-September
2019

EUR/USD

1.15

1.15

EUR/HUF

325

330

EUR/GBP

0.88

0.90

EUR/PLN

4.30

4.40

USD/JPY

111

111

USD/RUB

70.0

75.0

EUR/CHF

1.15

1.15

USD/ZAR

15.50

16.50

USD/CAD

1.28

1.25

USD/CNY

6.85

7.00

AUD/USD

0.71

0.70

USD/INR

72.0

74.0

NZD/USD

0.65

0.64

USD/KRW

1,130

1,100

EUR/SEK

10.50

10.1

USD/IDR

15,000

15,500

EUR/NOK

9.50

9.35

USD/MXN

19.75

21.00

EUR/TRY

7.47

8.28

USD/BRL

4.35

4.50

Forecasts are from Deutsche Bank AG, as of September 28, 2018 and are subject to change
without notice.
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Facts and Figures
Current

1-Wk
Return

1-M
Return

YTD
Return

Sep 26 2017 Sep 26 2016 Sep 26 2015 Sep 26 2014 Sep 26 2013
–
–
–
–
–
Sep 26 2018 Sep 26 2017 Sep 26 2016 Sep 26 2015 Sep 26 2014

Rates
2-Year German Bund

-0.50%

-0.07%

-0.24%

-0.52%

-0.83%

-0.55%

0.20%

0.18%

0.56%

5-Year German Bund

-0.95%

-0.13%

-0.61%

-0.58%

2.91%

1.23%

4.64%

-0.04%

-0.31%

10-Year German Bund

0.53%

-0.45%

-1.78%

0.36%

0.33%

-3.33%

8.90%

4.02%

11.42%

10-Year U.S. Treasury

3.06%

0.14%

-1.98%

-4.40%

-5.34%

-3.21%

7.02%

5.51%

4.29%

10-Year UK Gilt

1.51%

0.08%

-1.44%

-1.44%

0.27%

-3.54%

13.72%

8.21%

6.39%

2-Year BTP

0.74%

0.01%

0.96%

-1.24%

-1.25%

0.40%

0.51%

1.03%

3.83%

5-Year BTP

1.81%

0.18%

2.72%

-3.21%

-2.51%

0.36%

4.12%

3.06%

14.47%

10-Year BTP

2.66%

0.21%

4.37%

-3.22%

-1.35%

-4.51%

8.49%

7.27%

23.04%

Barclays Euro Corporate

1.11%

-0.16%

-0.57%

-0.81%

-0.33%

0.63%

7.15%

0.01%

7.77%

Barclays Euro High Yield

3.46%

0.07%

0.41%

0.18%

0.91%

7.56%

7.43%

1.22%

9.22%

JP Morgan EMBIG Div.

6.47%

0.32%

-0.52%

-1.34%

-2.25%

0.51%

14.32%

12.78%

16.72%

USA (S&P 500)

2,906.0

-0.1%

1.1%

8.7%

16.4%

16.3%

11.1%

-2.6%

16.7%

Euroland (Euro Stoxx 50)

3,433.2

1.9%

0.2%

-2.0%

-2.9%

18.8%

-4.4%

-3.3%

10.1%

Germany (DAX)

12,385.9

1.4%

-0.1%

-4.1%

-1.7%

21.3%

7.3%

2.1%

9.5%

UK (FTSE 100)

7,511.5

2.5%

-0.9%

-2.3%

3.1%

6.9%

11.6%

-8.1%

1.3%

Italy (FTSE MIB)

21,646.3

1.7%

4.4%

-1.0%

-3.5%

38.5%

-24.1%

2.6%

16.4%

Equities

France (CAC 40)

5,512.7

2.2%

1.5%

3.8%

4.6%

19.5%

-1.6%

2.0%

5.0%

Japan (MSCI Japan)

1,081.0

1.7%

6.3%

0.7%

9.2%

23.3%

-9.0%

8.1%

8.4%

Asia ex Japan (MSCI, USD)

655.7

1.2%

-0.5%

-8.1%

-0.5%

19.4%

14.4%

-16.1%

6.2%

Latin America (MSCI, USD)

2,535.0

1.3%

1.8%

-10.4%

-13.1%

23.3%

25.0%

-42.3%

-2.6%

18.5%

38.0%

13.0%

0.8%

-51.2%

-9.2%

Commodities & Alternatives
WTI (USD)

71.57

0.6%

4.2%

Gold (USD)

1,194.2

-0.9%

-1.1%

-8.4%

-8.2%

-3.0%

17.2%

-5.9%

-8.3%

EUR/USD

1.1748

0.7%

1.0%

-2.2%

-0.2%

4.4%

0.8%

-12.0%

-5.8%

EUR/GBP

0.8912

0.4%

-1.5%

0.4%

1.6%

1.0%

18.0%

-5.8%

-7.2%

EUR/JPY

132.80

1.3%

2.7%

-1.8%

0.5%

16.8%

-16.2%

-2.6%

3.9%

VIX Index

12.89

1.14

0.90

1.85

2.72

-4.33

-9.12

8.77

0.79

VDAX Index

13.84

-0.45

-0.70

-0.31

1.44

-6.64

-9.94

11.76

1.59

Current data as of September 26, 2018. Data source: FactSet, negative numbers are in
orange
In the EMEA region this material is considered marketing material, but this is not the case in the U.S. No assurance can be given that any forecast or target can be achieved. Forecasts are
based on assumptions, estimates, opinions and hypothetical models which may prove to be incorrect. Past performance is not indicative of future returns. Investments come with risk. The
value of an investment can fall as well as rise and you might not get back the amount originally invested at any point in time. Your capital may be at risk.
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Current

1 Wk
Change

1M
Change

YTD
Change

Sep 26 2017
–
Sep 26 2018

Sep 26 2016
–
Sep 26 2017

Sep 26 2015
–
Sep 26 2016

Sep 26 2014
–
Sep 26 2015

Sep 26 2013
–
Sep 26 2014

Rates Valuations
Eco Refi Rate

0.00%

0

0

0

0

-5

2

8

-5

-13

60

-33

-9

-66

0

-1

3

-4

7

-8

-7

-15

-7

-67

59

41

41

16

-33

-106

99

-6

1

-15

-21

9

-27

12

-125

58

-1

-5

25

24

-41

-13

56

-3

Bund Yld Curve (10YR-2YR)

103

Spread Gov. FRA—GER (10YR)

26

Spread Gov. Ita-GER (10YR)

212

Spread Gove. SPA-GER (10YR)
Investment Grade Spread (10YR)

0

0

-45

High Yield Spread (10YR)

293

-7

-21

56

59

-52

-34

97

-48

J.P. Morgan EMBIG Div. Spread

593

-18

-18

108

117

-36

-42

115

42

USA (S&P 500)

19.0

0.0

-0.1

-1.6

-0.8

1.3

2.1

-0.7

1.4

Euroland (Euro Stoxx 50)

14.0

0.3

0.0

-1.1

-1.4

1.1

0.5

-0.8

1.6

Germany (DAX)

13.1

0.2

0.1

-1.4

-1.1

0.8

0.8

-0.7

0.6

UK (FTSE 100)

13.8

0.4

-0.1

-1.8

-1.8

-1.7

2.6

0.6

0.8

Italy (FTSE MIB)

13.3

0.2

0.3

-2.7

-3.7

1.1

-1.3

-1.6

3.2

France (CAC 40)

14.7

0.3

0.0

-0.6

-0.9

1.3

-0.1

-0.3

1.1

Japan (MSCI Japan)

13.8

0.2

0.8

-1.7

-1.9

0.7

0.0

-0.5

-3.3

Equity Valuations

Asia ex Japan (MSCI, USD)

13.2

0.2

0.1

-1.5

-1.4

0.2

2.8

-1.2

0.2

Latin America (MSCI, USD)

14.1

0.0

0.4

-1.7

-1.4

-1.4

2.3

0.1

0.2

50 Day
Moving
Average

100 Day
Moving
Average

200 Day
Moving
Average

Relative
Strength
Index

Next 12M Earnings Div Yld
Earnings Est (NTM)
Growth 3M
Change

Equity Technicals and Fundamentals
USA (S&P 500)

56.08

2,865.7

2,806.8

2,756.9

12.6%

1.2%

2.0%

Euroland (Euro Stoxx 50)

60.32

3,418.3

3,444.3

3,461.7

9.8%

-0.5%

4.0%

Germany (DAX)

56.55

12,398.3

12,554.9

12,592.4

8.7%

-1.9%

3.5%

UK (FTSE 100)

1.1%

4.4%

57.33

7,535.3

7,605.5

7,488.3

7.7%

Italy (FTSE MIB)

63.63

21,152.6

21,696.9

22,333.5

14.0%

0.1%

4.3%

France (CAC 40)

65.34

5,414.6

5,429.5

5,383.3

9.9%

1.8%

3.5%

Japan (MSCI Japan)

75.10

1,030.6

1,034.6

1,043.5

4.1%

1.3%

2.2%

Asia ex Japan (MSCI, USD)

52.71

658.3

677.8

703.0

11.8%

-1.5%

2.9%

Latin America (MSCI, USD)

55.70

2,552.6

2,559.9

2,789.6

17.1%

1.2%

3.7%

Current data as of September 26, 2018. Data source: FactSet, negative numbers are in
orange.
In the EMEA region this material is considered marketing material, but this is not the case in the U.S. No assurance can be given that any forecast or target can be achieved. Forecasts are
based on assumptions, estimates, opinions and hypothetical models which may prove to be incorrect. Past performance is not indicative of future returns. Investments come with risk. The
value of an investment can fall as well as rise and you might not get back the amount originally invested at any point in time. Your capital may be at risk.
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Key forthcoming data releases and other events
Monday
October 1

Tuesday

U.S.

Europe

Asia

Manufacturing PMI
(September)
Construction Spending
(August)
ISM Manufacturing
(September)
Motor Vehicle Sales
(September)

Eurozone, Germany, France,
Italy, Spain, UK:, Switzerland
Markit Manufacturing PMI
(September)

Japan: Tankan Large
Manufacturing Index (Q3), Nikkei
Manufacturing PMI (September)
South Korea: Nikkei
Manufacturing PMI (September),
Trade Balance

n/a

Eurozone: PPI (August)
Spain: Unemployment Rate
(September)

Australia: CBA PMI
Manufacturing (September); RBA
monetary policy meeting
Japan: Consumer Confidence
Index (September)
New Zealand: QV House Prices
(September), ANZ Job
Advertisements (September)
South Korea: Industrial
Production (August), Cyclical
Leading Index (August)

ADP Employment
(September)
ISM Non-Manufacturing
(September)

Eurozone, Germany, France,
Italy, Spain, UK: Markit Services
& Composite PMI (September)
Switzerland: KoF Autumn
Economic Forecast

Japan: Markit Service &
Composite PMI (September)
Australia: AiG Perf of Services
Index (September), Building
Approvals (August)
New Zealand: ANZ Commodity
Price (September)

October 2

Wednesday
October 3

Thursday
October 4

Friday
October 5

Durable Goods Orders UK: New Car Registrations
(August)
(September)
Factory Orders (August)

Australia: CBA PMI Services
(September), Trade Balance
(August)
Japan: Foreign Buying of Jap.
Bonds & Stocks (September 28)

Employment Report
(September)
Consumer Credit
(August)
International Trade
(August)

Japan: Household Spending
(August), Cash Earnings
(August), Leading Indicator
(August)
Australia: Retail Sales (August)
South Korea: CPI (September)

Germany: Factory Orders
(August), PPI (Aug)
France: Trade Balance (August)
Switzerland: CPI (September)
Spain: Industrial Production
(August)
UK: Halifax House Prices
(September), Unit Labor Costs
(Q2)
Italy: Retail Sales (August)

In the EMEA region this material is considered marketing material, but this is not the case in the U.S. No assurance can be given that any forecast or target can be achieved. Forecasts are
based on assumptions, estimates, opinions and hypothetical models which may prove to be incorrect. Past performance is not indicative of future returns. Investments come with risk. The
value of an investment can fall as well as rise and you might not get back the amount originally invested at any point in time. Your capital may be at risk.
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Glossary
Gross domestic product (GDP) is the monetary value of
Brexit is a combination of the words "Britain" and "Exit" all the finished goods and services produced within a
and describes the possible exit of the United Kingdom country's borders in a specific time period.
IDR is the currency code for the Indonesia Rupiah.
of the European Union.
Bank Indonesia is the central bank of Indonesia.

Bunds are longer-term bonds issued by the German
government.

Ifo Indices measure business confidence and
expectations in Germany and other economies.

The CDU/CSU is an alliance of two German centreright political parties, the Christian Democratic Union
and the Bavarian Christian Social Union.

The ISM Manufacturing Index is based on a survey of
manufacturing firms by the Institute for Supply
Management.

The UK Conservative Party is a centre-right political
party, in power since 2010.

The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) is an international organization with
the mandate to "coordinate and unify the petroleum
policies" of its 12 members.

The consumer price index (CPI) measures the price of
a basket of products and services that is based on the
typical consumption of a private household.
Depreciation (in an FX context) generally refers to a
gradual loss of value of a currency; immediate, policydriven changes are devaluations.

The People’s Bank of China (PBoC) is the central bank
of the People's Republic of China.
The Philippine peso (PHP) is the currency of the
Philippines.

The DAX is a blue-chip stock-market index consisting
of the 30 major German companies trading on the
Frankfurt Stock Exchange; other DAX indices include a
wider range of firms.

Price/earnings (P/E) ratios measure a company's
current share price relative to its per-share earnings.
In this context, LTM refers to last twelve months'
earnings.

Earnings per share (EPS) are calculated as a
companies' net income minus dividends of preferred
stock all divided by the total number of shares
outstanding.

Purchasing manager indices (PMI) provide an indicator
of the economic health of the manufacturing sector
and are based on five major indicators: new orders,
inventory levels, production, supplier deliveries and the
employment environment. The composite PMI
includes both manufacturing and services sectors.
They can be published by public sector or private
agencies (e.g. Caixin, Nikkei).

The Energy Information Administration (EIA) is part of
the U.S. Department of Energy and an agency of the
U.S. Federal Statistical System.
The European Central Bank (ECB) is the central bank
for the Eurozone.
The Euro Stoxx 50 Index tracks the performance of
blue-chip stocks in the Eurozone; the Euro Stoxx 600
has a wider scope, taking in 600 companies across 18
European Union countries.
The Eurozone is formed of 19 European Union
member states that have adopted the euro as their
common currency and sole legal tender.
The Federal Reserve is the central bank of the United
States. Its Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC)
meets to determine interest rate policy.
GBP is the currency code for the British
pound/sterling.

The S&P 500 Index includes 500 leading U.S.
companies capturing approximately 80% coverage of
available U.S. market capitalization.
The Stoxx 50 Index tracks the performance of bluechip stocks in the Eurozone; the Stoxx 600 has a wider
scope, taking in 600 companies across 18 European
Union countries.
Treasuries are bonds issued by the U.S. government.
Volatility is the degree of variation of a trading-price
series over time.
West Texas Intermediate (WTI) is a grade of crude oil
used as a benchmark in oil pricing.

In the EMEA region this material is considered marketing material, but this is not the case in the U.S. No assurance can be given that any forecast or target can be achieved. Forecasts are
based on assumptions, estimates, opinions and hypothetical models which may prove to be incorrect. Past performance is not indicative of future returns. Investments come with risk. The
value of an investment can fall as well as rise and you might not get back the amount originally invested at any point in time. Your capital may be at risk.
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Important Information
General
This document may not be distributed in Canada or Japan. This document is
intended for retail or professional clients only.
This document is being circulated in good faith by Deutsche Bank AG, its
branches (as permitted in any relevant jurisdiction), affiliated companies and
its officers and employees (collectively, “Deutsche Bank”). This material is for
your information only and is not intended as an offer, or recommendation or
solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any investment, security, financial

from sources that Deutsche Bank considers trustworthy and reliable,
Deutsche Bank does not guarantee or cannot make any guarantee about the
completeness, fairness, or accuracy of the information and it should not be
relied upon as such. This document may provide, for your convenience,
references to websites and other external sources. Deutsche Bank takes no
responsibility for their content and their content does not form any part of this
document. Accessing such external sources is at your own risk.

instrument or other specific product, to conclude a transaction, or to provide

Before making an investment decision, investors need to consider, with or

any investment service or investment advice, or to provide any research,

without the assistance of an investment adviser, whether any investments and

investment research or investment recommendation, in any jurisdiction. All

strategies described or provided by Deutsche Bank, are appropriate, in light of

materials in this communication are meant to be reviewed in their entirety.

their particular investment needs, objectives, financial circumstances and

If a court of competent jurisdiction deems any provision of this disclaimer
unenforceable, the remaining provisions will remain in full force and effect.
This document has been prepared as a general market commentary without

instrument specifics. When making an investment decision, potential investors
should not rely on this document but only on what is contained in the final
offering documents relating to the investment.

consideration of the investment needs, objectives or financial circumstances

As a global financial services provider, Deutsche Bank from time to time faces

of any investor. Investments are subject to generic market risks which derive

actual and potential conflicts of interest. Deutsche Bank’s policy is to take all

from the instrument or are specific to the instrument or attached to the

appropriate steps to maintain and operate effective organisational and

particular issuer. Should such risks materialise, investors may incur losses,

administrative arrangements to identify and manage such conflicts. Senior

including (without limitation) a total loss of the invested capital. The value of

management within Deutsche Bank are responsible for ensuring that

investments can fall as well as rise and you may not recover the amount

Deutsche Bank’s systems, controls and procedures are adequate to identify

originally invested at any point in time. This document does not identify all the

and manage conflicts of interest.

risks (direct or indirect) or other considerations which may be material to an
investor when making an investment decision.

Deutsche Bank does not give tax or legal advice, including in this document
and nothing in this document should be interpreted as Deutsche Bank

This document and all information included herein are provided “as is”, “as

providing any person with any investment advice. Investors should seek

available” and no representation or warranty of any kind, express, implied or

advice from their own tax experts, lawyers and investment advisers in

statutory, is made by Deutsche Bank regarding any statement or information

considering investments and strategies described by Deutsche Bank. Unless

contained herein or in conjunction with this document. All opinions, market

notified to the contrary in a particular case, investment instruments are not

prices, estimates, forward looking statements, hypothetical statements,

insured by any governmental entity, not subject to deposit protection schemes

forecast returns or other opinions leading to financial conclusions contained

and not guaranteed, including by Deutsche Bank.

herein reflect Deutsche Bank’s subjective judgment on the date of this report.
Without limitation, Deutsche Bank does not warrant the accuracy, adequacy,
completeness, reliability, timeliness or availability of this communication or
any information in this document and expressly disclaims liability for errors or
omissions herein. Forward looking statements involve significant elements of
subjective judgments and analyses and changes thereto and/or consideration
of different or additional factors could have a material impact on the results
indicated. Therefore, actual results may vary, perhaps materially, from the
results contained herein.
Deutsche Bank does not assume any obligation to either update the
information contained in this document or inform investors about available
updated information. The information contained in this document is subject to
change without notice and based on a number of assumptions which may not
prove valid, and may be different from conclusions expressed by other
departments within Deutsche Bank. Although the information contained in
this document has been diligently compiled by Deutsche Bank and derived

This document may not be reproduced or circulated without Deutsche Bank’s
express written authorisation. Deutsche Bank expressly prohibits the
distribution and transfer of this material to third parties. Deutsche Bank
accepts no liability whatsoever arising from the use or distribution of this
material or for any action taken or decision made in respect of investments
mentioned in this document the investor may have entered into or may enter
in future.
The manner of circulation and distribution of this document may be restricted
by law or regulation in certain countries, including, without limitation, the
United States. This document is not directed to, or intended for distribution to
or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any
locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, where such distribution,
publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which
would subject Deutsche Bank to any registration or licensing requirement
within such jurisdiction not currently met. Persons into whose possession this
document may come are required to inform themselves of, and to observe,
such restrictions.

In the EMEA region this material is considered marketing material, but this is not the case in the U.S. No assurance can be given that any forecast or target can be achieved. Forecasts are
based on assumptions, estimates, opinions and hypothetical models which may prove to be incorrect. Past performance is not indicative of future returns. Investments come with risk. The
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Important Information
Past performance is no guarantee of future results; nothing contained herein

AG -QFC Branch may only undertake the financial services activities that fall

shall constitute any representation, warranty or prediction as to future

within the scope of its existing QFCRA license. Principal place of business in

performance. Further information is available upon investor’s request.

the QFC: Qatar Financial Centre, Tower, West Bay, Level 5, PO Box 14928,

Kingdom of Bahrain
For Residents of the Kingdom of Bahrain: This document does not constitute
an offer for sale of, or participation in, securities, derivatives or funds marketed
in Bahrain within the meaning of Bahrain Monetary Agency Regulations. All

Doha, Qatar. This information has been distributed by Deutsche Bank AG.
Related financial products or services are only available to Business
Customers, as defined by the Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority.
Kingdom of Belgium

applications for investment should be received and any allotments should be

This document has been distributed in Belgium by Deutsche Bank AG acting

made, in each case from outside of Bahrain. This document has been prepared

though its Brussels Branch. Deutsche Bank AG is a stock corporation

for private information purposes of intended investors only who will be

(“Aktiengesellschaft”) incorporated under the laws of the Federal Republic of

institutions. No invitation shall be made to the public in the Kingdom of

Germany and licensed to carry on banking business and to provide financial

Bahrain and this document will not be issued, passed to, or made available to

services subject to the supervision and control of the European Central Bank

the public generally. The Central Bank (CBB) has not reviewed, nor has it

(“ECB”) and the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority

approved, this document or the marketing of such securities, derivatives or

(“Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht” or “BaFin”). Deutsche

funds in the Kingdom of Bahrain. Accordingly, the securities, derivatives or

Bank AG, Brussels Branch has its registered address at Marnixlaan 13-15, B-

funds may not be offered or sold in Bahrain or to residents thereof except as

1000 Brussels, registered at the RPM Brussels, under the number VAT BE

permitted by Bahrain law. The CBB is not responsible for performance of the

0418.371.094. Further details are available on request or can be found at

securities, derivatives or funds.

www.deutschebank.be.

State of Kuwait

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

This document has been sent to you at your own request. This presentation is

Deutsche Securities Saudi Arabia Company (registered no. 07073-37) is

not for general circulation to the public in Kuwait. The Interests have not been

regulated by the Capital Market Authority. Deutsche Securities Saudi Arabia

licensed for offering in Kuwait by the Kuwait Capital Markets Authority or any

may only undertake the financial services activities that fall within the scope of

other relevant Kuwaiti government agency. The offering of the Interests in

its existing CMA license. Principal place of business in Saudi Arabia: King

Kuwait on the basis a private placement or public offering is, therefore,

Fahad Road, Al Olaya District, P.O. Box 301809, Faisaliah Tower, 17th Floor,

restricted in accordance with Decree Law No. 31 of 1990 and the

11372 Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.

implementing regulations thereto (as amended) and Law No. 7 of 2010 and
the bylaws thereto (as amended). No private or public offering of the Interests
is being made in Kuwait, and no agreement relating to the sale of the Interests
will be concluded in Kuwait. No marketing or solicitation or inducement
activities are being used to offer or market the Interests in Kuwait.
United Arab Emirates

United Kingdom
In the United Kingdom (“UK”), this publication is considered a financial
promotion and is approved by DB UK Bank Limited on behalf of all entities
trading as Deutsche Bank Wealth Management in the UK. Deutsche Bank
Wealth Management is a trading name of DB UK Bank Limited. Registered in
England & Wales (No. 00315841). Registered Office: 23 Great Winchester

Deutsche Bank AG in the Dubai International Financial Centre (registered no.

Street, London EC2P 2AX. DB UK Bank Limited is authorised and regulated by

00045) is regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority. Deutsche Bank

the Prudential Financial Conduct Authority and its Financial Services

AG -DIFC Branch may only undertake the financial services activities that fall

Registration Number is 140848. Deutsche Bank reserves the right to

within the scope of its existing DFSA license. Principal place of business in the

distribute this publication through any of its UK subsidiaries, and in any such

DIFC: Dubai International Financial Centre, The Gate Village, Building 5, PO

case, this publication is considered a financial promotion and is approved by

Box 504902, Dubai, U.A.E. This information has been distributed by Deutsche

such subsidiary where it is authorised by the appropriate UK regulator (if such

Bank AG. Related financial products or services are only available to

subsidiary is not so authorised, then this publication is approved by another

Professional Clients, as defined by the Dubai Financial Services Authority.

UK member of the Deutsche Bank Wealth Management group that has the

State of Qatar

requisite authorisation to provide such approval).

Deutsche Bank AG in the Qatar Financial Centre (registered no. 00032) is
regulated by the Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority. Deutsche Bank
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Important Information
Hong Kong
This document and its contents are provided for information only. Nothing in
this document is intended to be an offer of any investment or a solicitation or
recommendation to buy or to sell an investment and should not be interpreted
or construed as an offer, solicitation or recommendation.

SFA or the FAR (as the same may be amended, supplemented and/or replaced
from time to time).
United States
In the United States, brokerage services are offered through Deutsche Bank
Securities Inc., a broker-dealer and registered investment adviser, which

To the extent that this document makes reference to any specific investment

conducts securities activities in the United States. Deutsche Bank Securities

opportunity, its contents have not been reviewed. The contents of this

Inc. is a member of FINRA, NYSE and SIPC. Banking and lending services are

document have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong.

offered through Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas, member FDIC, and

You are advised to exercise caution in relation to the investments contained

other members of the Deutsche Bank Group. In respect of the United States,

herein. If you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this document, you

see earlier statements made in this document. Deutsche Bank makes no

should obtain independent professional advice. This document has not been

representations or warranties that the information contained herein is

approved by the Securities and Futures Commission in Hong Kong nor has a

appropriate or available for use in countries outside of the United States, or

copy of this document been registered by the Registrar of Companies in Hong

that services discussed in this document are available or appropriate for sale

Kong and, accordingly, (a) the investments (except for investments which are a

or use in all jurisdictions, or by all counterparties. Unless registered, licensed

“structured product”, as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap.

as otherwise may be permissible in accordance with applicable law, none of

571 of the Laws of Hong Kong) (the “SFO”)) may not be offered or sold in

Deutsche Bank or its affiliates is offering any services in the United States or

Hong Kong by means of this document or any other document other than to

that are designed to attract US persons (as such term is defined under

“professional investors” within the meaning of the SFO and any rules made

Regulation S of the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended).

thereunder, or in other circumstances which do not result in the document
being a “prospectus” as defined in the Companies (Winding Up and
Miscellaneous Provisions) Ordinance (Cap. 32 of the Laws of Hong Kong)
(“CO”) or which do not constitute an offer to the public within the meaning of
the CO and (b) no person shall issue or possess for the purposes of issue,
whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere, any advertisement, invitation or

This United States-specific disclaimer will be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws of the State of Delaware, without regard to any
conflicts of law provisions that would mandate the application of the law of
another jurisdiction.
Germany

document relating to the investments which is directed at, or the contents of

This document has been created by Deutsche Bank Wealth Management,

which are likely to be accessed or read by, the public in Hong Kong (except if

acting through Deutsche Bank AG and has neither been presented to nor

permitted to do so under the securities laws of Hong Kong) other than with

approved by the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority

respect to the investments which are or are intended to be disposed of only to

(Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht). For certain of the

persons outside Hong Kong or only to “professional investors” within the

investments referred to in this document, prospectuses have been approved

meaning of the SFO and any rules made thereunder.

by competent authorities and published. Investors are required to base their

Singapore
The contents of this document have not been reviewed by the Monetary
Authority of Singapore (“MAS”). The investments mentioned herein are not
allowed to be made to the public or any members of the public in Singapore
other than (i) to an institutional investor under Section 274 or 304 of the
Securities and Futures Act (Cap 289) ("SFA"), as the case may be (as any such
Section of the SFA may be amended, supplemented and/or replaced from
time to time), (ii) to a relevant person (which includes an Accredited Investor)
pursuant to Section 275 or 305 and in accordance with other conditions
specified in Section 275 or 305 respectively of the SFA, as the case may be (as
any such Section of the SFA may be amended, supplemented and/or replaced
from time to time), (iii) to an institutional investor, an accredited investor,
expert investor or overseas investor (each as defined under the Financial
Advisers Regulations) (“FAR”) (as any such definition may be amended,
supplemented and/or replaced from time to time) or (iv) otherwise pursuant to,

investment decision on such approved prospectuses including possible
supplements. Further, this document does not constitute financial analysis
within the meaning of the German Securities Trading Act
(Wertpapierhandelsgesetz) and, thus, does not have to comply with the
statutory requirements for financial analysis. Deutsche Bank AG is a stock
corporation (“Aktiengesellschaft”) incorporated under the laws of the Federal
Republic of Germany with principal office in Frankfurt am Main. It is registered
with the district court (“Amtsgericht”) in Frankfurt am Main under No HRB 30
000 and licensed to carry on banking business and to provide financial
services. Supervisory authorities: The European Central Bank (“ECB”),
Sonnemannstrasse 22, 60314 Frankfurt am Main, Germany and the German
Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (“Bundesanstalt für
Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht” or “BaFin”), Graurheindorfer Strasse 108,
53117 Bonn and Marie-Curie-Strasse 24-28, 60439 Frankfurt am Main,
Germany.

and in accordance with the conditions of, any other applicable provision of the
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Important Information
India
The investments mentioned in this document are not being offered to the
Indian public for sale or subscription. This document is not registered and/or
approved by the Securities and Exchange Board of India, the Reserve Bank of
India or any other governmental/ regulatory authority in India. This document
is not and should not be deemed to be a “prospectus” as defined under the
provisions of the Companies Act, 2013 (18 of 2013) and the same shall not be
filed with any regulatory authority in India. Pursuant to the Foreign Exchange
Management Act, 1999 and the regulations issued there under, any investor
resident in India may be required to obtain prior special permission of the
Reserve Bank of India before making investments outside of India including
any investments mentioned in this document.
Italy
This report is distributed in Italy by Deutsche Bank S.p.A., a bank incorporated
and registered under Italian law subject to the supervision and control of
Banca d’Italia and CONSOB.
Luxembourg
This report is distributed in Luxembourg by Deutsche Bank Luxembourg S.A.,
a bank incorporated and registered under Luxembourg law subject to the
supervision and control of the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur

register of the Vienna Commercial Court under FN 276838s. It is supervised
by the Austrian Financial Market Authority (Finanzmarktaufsicht or FMA),
Otto-Wagner Platz 5, 1090 Vienna, and (as entity in the Deutsche Bank AG
group) by the European Central Bank (“ECB”), Sonnemannstrasse 22, 60314
Frankfurt am Main, Germany. This document has neither been presented to
nor been approved by any of the before-mentioned supervisory authorities.
For certain of the investments referred to in this document, prospectuses may
have been published. In such case, investment decisions should be made
exclusively on the basis of the published prospectus including possible
supplements. Only these documents are binding. This document constitutes
marketing material, which has been provided exclusively for informational and
advertising purposes, and is not the result of any financial analysis or research.
The Netherlands
This document is distributed by Deutsche Bank AG, Amsterdam Branch, with
registered address at De entree 195 (1101 HE) in Amsterdam, the
Netherlands, and registered in the Netherlands trade register under number
33304583 and in the register within the meaning of Section 1:107 of the
Netherlands Financial Supervision Act (Wet op het financieel toezicht). This
register can be consulted through www.dnb.nl.
027686 180928

Financier.
Spain
Deutsche Bank, Sociedad Anónima Española is a credit institution regulated
by the Bank of Spain and the CNMV, and registered in their respective Official
Registries under the Code 019. Deutsche Bank, Sociedad Anónima Española
may only undertake the financial services and banking activities that fall within
the scope of its existing license. The principal place of business in Spain is
located in Paseo de la Castellana number 18, 28046 - Madrid. This information
has been distributed by Deutsche Bank, Sociedad Anónima Española.
Portugal
Deutsche Bank AG, Portugal Branch is a credit institution regulated by the
Bank of Portugal and the Portuguese Securities Commission (“CMVM”),
registered with numbers 43 and 349, respectively and with commercial
registry number 980459079. Deutsche Bank AG, Portugal Branch may only
undertake the financial services and banking activities that fall within the
scope of its existing license. The registered address is Rua Castilho, 20, 1250069 Lisbon, Portugal. This information has been distributed by Deutsche Bank
AG, Portugal Branch.
Austria
This document is distributed by Deutsche Bank Österreich AG, with its
registered office in Vienna, Republic of Austria, registered with the companies'
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